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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 In recent years there has been increasing interest in the analysis of
the language of children to see how a child learns to speak his native lan-
guage, what the stages of development are, and how his usage differs from
that of the adult. Most of the literature which has been published appears
to have been primarily concerned with sentence length and the acquisition of
sounds, vocabulary, and inflections. Some investigations which deal with
the development of children's language have been concerned with what can
occupy various syntactic slots (subject, verb, and post-verb positions) and
what the relationships of these slots are to each other.
There are various schools of thought concerning linguistic methods of
describing a language. The main schools of thought are the Tagmemic theory
(sometimes referred to as a slot filler approach to describing the elements
of a sentence), the Immediate Constituent theory, and Generative Grammar
(often called transformational) theory. Linguists who are concerned with
describing the language can use any one of these theories or they are at
liberty to use a combination of these theories at various levels of analysis.
This investigation is part of a larger research project which has been
undertaken by Engler and Hannah^ to determine norms for the speech of chil-
dren. Their description of the syntactic structures of children is based
upon a tagmemic analysis of what slots comprise a sentence and an immediate
constituent analysis of what can occupy these slots grammatically. This
thesis will add an additional dimension to the analysis undertaken by the
Engler-Hannah study, through the use of a transformational grammar. Chomsky^
2states, "It (generative granunar) leads us to establish phrase structure and
transformational structure as distinct levels of representation for grammati-
cal sentences." The use of transformational grammar can help to supplement
and complement the studies based upon a tagmemic and immediate constituent
analysis because it can help explain the language acquisition process by add-
ing a new level of syntactic analysis. Transformational grammar provides an
explanatory model which reveals the rules a child internalizes to enable him
to generate new sentences in the language.
1«2 Purpose . The purpose of this study is to indicate the development of
children's language of first and third grade boys using a transformational
grammar for the analysis. The hypothesis upon which this thesis is based is:
There are some transformations that increase in frequency of
occurrence as a child's language develops and matures.
Scope . The scope of this thesis encompasses only a description at the
syntactic level of the language of twenty-four first and twenty-four third-
grade boys with, according to Engler and Hannah, normal speech (e.g., 90-110
I. Q. on the Otis scale and with no known speech or language problems). The
analysis consists of a transformational grammar written to cover this corpus
and a tabulation of frequency of occurrence of transformational rules used.
The analysis is only of the complete sentences: abberant structures, minor
sentences (i.e.. Yes . No . Maybe . Sure.), and incomplete statements will
not be analyzed. Since the discussion centers around a frequency tabulation
of transformations found in the speech of the boys, the grammar consists only
of phrase structure rules and transformational rules found within the corpus.
Mo rphophonemic rules will not be written or discussed because the investiga-
tor is concerned only with the syntactic level.
31*^ Review of Literature .
1.41 Analysis of the Development of Children' s Language . The development
of the speech of children has been under investigation for a number of years,
3particularly since 1930. Leopold's review of children's language and devel-
opment reveals that most of the work has been from psychological, educational,
and philosophical viewpoints, concerning the period of the child's development
from the beginning of speech production through six years of age. He also
notes that linguists have not investigated thoroughly enough this important
aspect of language ontogeny. Much work has been done in the area of articula-
tion and the ability of children to hear and make sound-discriminations.
However, the area of syntactic analysis has just begun to receive attention.
Many studies that have purported to be sentence analyses have instead
4been word -centered studies. McCarthy's work is divided into four parts:
(1) articulation, (2) sound discrimination, (3) verbalization, which includes
length of response, grammatical inaccuracies, and a frequency count of the
parts of speech used, and (4) vocabulary. Templin's study^ is patterned
after McCarthy's to make the results of the two studies comparable. Temp-
lin's study reveals similar results with the exception of longer sentence
length. These are good studies as far as frequency and percentage counts are
concerned, but they reveal little concerning the development of syntactic con-
cepts and rules which enable a child to produce a sentence.
Mussen and Conger^ reveal that a child increases his mean sentence
length of 1.2 words per sentence at the age of two to 5.1 words at the age
of five. They say that the child's speech as he matures is "characterized by
a greater definiteness and complexity as shown by an increase in relational
words and a fairly good mastery of inflections." This study does not include
4a description of syntactic development; it simply asserts that greater com-
plexity is apparent as a child matures. Berko^ has investigated the acquisi-
tion o£ morphology by young children, with emphasis on acquisition and mastery
o£ the irregular forms as well as the regular inflectional endings. However,
she does not study the relationship between the acquisition of morphology and
g
the development of syntax. Brown's study centers around the concept that
takes the part of speech membership (i.e., noun, verb, ad j , adverb) of a new
word as a clue to the meaning of the word. In other words this study is
semantical ly oriented. The studies discussed above reveal that the investi-
gations have concentrated on word-centered analysis.
Recently investigators have become aware of the necessity of departing
from this compartmentalization of sentences to seek new ways of analyzing the
complete sentence and the interrelationships within a sentence—the morphology
and syntax. Some investigators have sought methods for doing a syntactic
9
analysis of children's language. Brown and Berko hypothesize that children,
two and three years old, induce rules concerning the usage of a word by means
of privilege of occurrence of the word. This means that a child develops a
sense of rules to utilize syntactic similarity of words. Thus the similar
syntactic potential of words becomes important for the determination of word
association as the ability to use more complex syntactic patterns increases.
In separate studies Miller and Ervin,^^ Brown and Fraser,^^ and Braine^^ have
encountered similar results, although they use different terminology. They
have found definite syntactic relationships between the two words in two-word
sentences of two-year-olds. Braine calls these two classes, "pivot words" and
"X-class words": Miller and Ervin call them "operators" and "non-operators."
13The pivot words are similar to Fries 's "function words" in his study of
5adult speech, and the X-class words resemble the "form-class" words estab-
lished by Fries. The two classes have only certain positions relative to
14
each other in any sentence. Handler and Handler state that a child does
not learn the content meaning of the word but learns the structural aspect
of the sentence carried by marker words. These studies have all involved
the analysis of two word sentences of two- and three-year-old children. Syn-
tactic analysis needs to be extended beyond this age group and sentence com-
plexity.
Perhaps investigators of the language acquisition process have concen-
trated on studying the language of children from the onset of language
through the age of five because during this period there is such dramatic
growth, development, and change. However, investigators realize that, al-
though by the age of five or six he has mastered the basic language, as the
child matures beyond this age his language continues to develop and change.
Although Strickland's primary objective^^ is to contrast the speech of first
through sixth grade children with the reading material available to them,
only her analysis of their speech is of interest to this study. Strickland
has applied a syntactic analysis to the sentences of the speech of these
children. She first categorizes the sentences into types, and then inves-
tigated the various slots--subject, verb, complement, object—and what struc-
tures
—
phrases, clauses, and/or words—filled these slots. Loban^^ has done
a longitudinal study of 338 children beginning when these children were in
kindergarten and sampling their language every year through the twelfth
grade. His analysis is based upon the same procedure used by Strickland.
Engler and Hannah^^ are currently engaged in a research project to determine
norms in the speech of first, third, and fifth grade children. Their
6analysis consists of specific major areas: (1) sentence types which are
determined on the basis of verb types used, (2) expansion of slots—what can
fill the subject, verb, and post-verb slots and the ways that they can be
expanded without changing the basic sentence types, (3) concatenation—the
method used to combine sentences for purposes of expansions. These three
studies give an excellent analysis of the component parts of a sentence and
should provide a scale to evaluate the usage of the syntactic slots and of
the morpho-syntactics of the slot-fillers.
The use of transformational grammar to explain the rules which enable
the child to generate new, grammatical sentences has been introduced by Men-
18
yuk . She recorded the speech of nursery school and first-grade children
19
and compared their usage of certain transformations. Loban states "a
technique for studying complexity is emerging from the current theoretical
20
work of ... Noam Chomsky ." In Loban 's study a transformational analysis is
limited to two subjects--one in the above average group and one in the below
average group—because such an analysis is so time consuming. This type of
analysis serves as an explanatory model that contains rules which enable a
child to generate sentences.
1.42 Review of Transformational Theory
.
Linguistic analysis of children's
language has been concerned mostly with the acquisition of sounds, words, and
sentences in a time sequence. The recent structural studies, as cited ear-
lier, have been concerned with the syntactic slots of a sentence and what can
21fill these slots. Lees states that the traditional linguistic description
has been based on two main tasks. He summarizes this viewpoint by saying:
The linguist has correctly accepted the two main tasks of lin-
guistic research as (1) to give analysis of sentences and (2)
to give criteria for these analyses.... By analysis he [the
linguist] usually understands "dissection" into simple additive
7segments and by "criteria" he usually means "recipes for segmen-
tation. "^2
In his description of English nominalization Lees prefers to use Chomsky's
transformational theory because he cannot accept the limitations imposed upon
the investigator by these definitions of "analysis" and "criteria." He ex-
plains his understanding of the purpose of "analysis" and "criteria" which
serve as the basic goals for a transformational theory:
We take "analysis" in linguistics to mean the assignment of
grammatical structures to sentences, no matter how abstractly
these structures may have to be formulated.... We understand
"criteria of analysis" to refer to the constraints which we hope
to be able to impose on an explanatory linguistic theory.
Thus transformational theory enables the linguist to add a new level of
analysis by assignment of underlying grammatical structures to the sentences.
The linguist is no longer constrained by a segmentation type description, but
can deal with rules which explain the overall grammatical structure of the
sentence.
24
In this paper Chomsky's view of grammar as a system of rules which
generate and control grammatical utterances will be followed. This grammar
operates on three levels: (1) phrase structure rules, (2) transformational
rules, and (3) morphophonemic rules. The phrase structure rules describe the
kernal (non-transformed) sentences of the language—sentences such as:
The windows are dirty IVA 1-1, 25^^
, I have a book IVA 1-1, 40
I read books IVA 1-2, 46
She is watching IVA 1-1, 26
The phrase structure rules entail certain obligations and allow certain
options for the kernal sentences. The choice of tense, past or present,
is an obligation in the structure of the verb.
8John Pres write the letters ("John writes the letters.")
John Past write the letters ("John wrote the letters.")
(added'—^to indicate that the two units go together)
An example of an option is the choice of certain adverbials—location, time,
and manner.
She took a dog
She took a dog to the game
She took a dog to the game yesterday
(For additional explanation see the phrase structure rules on page 15.)
The transformational rules enable one to manipulate a sequence (string)
of morphemes in order to produce various new structures: passive, questions,
negation, conjuction, and embedded clauses.
Passive:
John past w^ite the letters -*12 3 4
The letters pa'st fee eff write by John
4 2 3 1
That is "John wrote the letters" becomes "The letters were written by
John."
Yes /No Question:
The letters Past be en write by John -+
1 2 3
Past be the letters en write by John
2 1 3
That is, "The letters were written by John" becomes "Were the letters
written by John?"
The advantage of employing transformational rules is that one now has a
systematic method of applying rules to explain sentences and no longer needs
to rely on notional and imprecise terms and procedures to explain grammatical
constructions. The morphophonemic rules turn the strings of morphemes into
actual utterances.
The set of rules of a transformational grammar not only describes the
structure of sentences, but also explains how one can generate new but gram-
matical sentences. Thus, one can examine the rules a speaker has internalized
9to produce sentences and discover the stages of language development the
individual has attained.
A transformational grammar can be described as an explanatory model
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because, as Chomsky says, "It offers an explanation for the intuition of
a native speaker." The abstract formulation of rules explains the grammati-
cal structure necessary for well -formed sentences. Chomsky's explanatory
theory can be described as a theory of language acquisition.
Clearly, a child who has learned a language has developed an inter-
nal representation of a system of rules that determine how sentences
are to be formed, used, and understood ... We can say that the
child has developed and internally represented a generative gram-
mar.
Apparently his hypothesis is that the transformational rules are grammatical
categories of the sentence structures and that a child learns these cate-
gories of the sentence structures, enabling him to form new sentences.
1.5 Justification . In the review of literature dealing with language devel-
opment, it is obvious that language acquisition studies have been divided
into several areas: articulation, sound discrimination, vocabulary growth,
parts of speech, and sentence length. The results of these studies have been
compared to the adult grammar. This is generally a prescriptive analysis
which is tantamount to making judgments concerning how a child should talk
rather than a descriptive analysis of his actual speech. In the area of
sentence structure and grammatical units of children's language the results
are limited to sentence length, often with the conclusion that as a child
matures, his sentences contain increasingly complex structures. However,
this appears to be an intuitive feeling, as little of the research has
attempted to reveal what constitutes complexity.
There have, however, been descriptive linguistic studies in the area of
10
syntactic analysis. These studies have primarily used the slot-filler tech-
niques to analyze the parts which comprise a sentence and what fills these
slots. Several studies of the first two-word sentences of children point out
that a child learns the structural "meaning" rather than the content meaning
of the sentences. Studies of older children, first- through fifth-grade,
reveal differences in what can fill the various slots.
As noted earlier. Lees found it necessary to utilize a new level of syn-
tactic analysis to explain the structural meanings and categories of a sen-
tence. Such an analysis involves the formulation of syntactic rules a speaker
28internalizes which enable him to generate sentences. Lees states that
"Perhaps that the most astounding aspect of human behavior upon which such a
study might shed some light is the young child's ability to acquire in a
short-time, and with no special tuition, complete mastery of an immensely
complex apparatus for constructing and understanding grammatical sentences."
29
Menyuk did a study of nursery school and first grade children to ascertain
30
whether it is possible to use Chomsky's transformational theoi^ to analyze
the speech of children and discern various stages of development. By writing
a unique grammar for the children, she was able to show the different stages
of development. Her study indicates that a transformational grammar could
adequately describe language ontogeny.
At the present time it is apparent that transformational analysis needs
to be applied beyond the first grade level. As pointed out previously, one
intuitively feels that as a child matures, structures of his sentences in-
crease in complexity. There is a need to investigate to see how it increases
in complexity. By using an explanatory model based upon a transformational
grammar, one can determine the types of transformations used and measure the
11
Increase in frequency of occurrence of the more "complex" generalized trans-
formations.^^
CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
2.1 Collection of data . The corpus used for this study is part of a larger
corpus collected by Engler and Hannah as part of a research project seeking
32
norms for the speech of children. These investigators chose three elemen-
tary schools in Manhattan, Kansas, which were representative of the socio-
economic strata of the community, and had teachers at each choose eight boys
and eight girls from each of three grade levels—first, third, and fifth.
Teachers were to choose subjects whom they considered subjectively to be
"nomal," who had no record of speech or hearing problem, and who ranged from
90-110 IQ on the Otis scale. At each school, two rooms equipped with hidden
microphones were used for recording. The first room, called "holding room,"
was furnished with a table and sets of plastic toys. The second room, called
"interview room," had a table, three chairs and a set of pictures from the
33
Adult TAT test. First, eight boys were brought from the first-grade class
room to the holding room and allowed to play with the toys and to converse.
Then two of the boys were taken to the interview room, leaving six to con-
verse in "free field." The two interviewees were shown the Adult TAT pic-
tures and asked by one of the investigators to tell what they saw in the
pictures or to tell a story based on the pictures. The TAT pictures were
used because a pilot study indicated that they produce less anxiety and more
speech than the pictures from the Blacky^''^ or the CAT^^ tests. To minimize
the role of the interviewer, TAT pictures were shown to two children at a
time. The children were asked to discuss the pictures with each other. This
required the interviewer merely to present the pictures, ask the children to
13
talk about them, and then remain out of the discussion as much as possible.
The boys were allowed to converse for a period of ten minutes. Their conver-
sation was taped by a recorder which was concealed from their sight so as not
to inhibit or otherwise change their characteristic conversation. This pro-
cedure was repeated for the first-grade girls, third-grade boys and girls,
and fifth-grade boys and girls in turn. The result was over thirty hours of
tape of the speech of 144 children, half in a free field and half in a
structured interview situation.
The tapes were played back and typed in standard orthography, without
punctuation or capitalization, into manuscript form. Manuscripts were coded
to correspond with the tapes and to indicate holding or interview, boys or
girls, and grade level. This thesis is concerned exclusively with Manu-
scripts II A, B, C (interviews, boys, first-grade) and IV A, B, C (interviews,
boys, third-grade) of the Engler/Hannah data. These data cover a population
of 24 first-grade boys and 24 third-grade boys. Speakers were not identified,
but typists were to indicate a change of speakers by starting a new line.
Because in many respects the hesitation phenomena resembled terminal junc-
tures phonologically and often coincided with them, segmenting the corpus on
the basis of clause terminal junctures was impossible. In order to segment
the corpus into discrete episodes, the analysts listened to the tapes while
watching the manuscript, and whenever they heard a pause in the speech on the
tape, they made a slash (/) at the corresponding place on the manuscript.
Only those segments (material between two slashes) which consisted of a noun
phrase and verb phrase were considered for analysis. This procedure of col-
36lecting the data is described in a forthcoming paper by Engler and Hannah.
2.2 The Transformational Grammar . A transformational grammar was written
14
for one interview and then expanded or corrected as necessary for the entire
corpus, considered interview by interview. The transformational gramnar for
this thesis was based upon the work of Chomsky, "^^ Lees,"^^ Postal, Smith,
41
and Roberts with necessary adjustments for this particular corpus. This
grammar consists of phrase structure rules (PS) and transformational rules
(T and GT). It should be noted that transformational theory has changed and
advanced tremendously, particularly since 1964. The pre-1964 theory is used
for this analysis because it has been used by many transformationalists to
formulate the rules for English, making copious examples available. Further,
the earlier theory is now being used for textbooks of English grammar and
thus is likely to be familiar to more people. Incidentally, the choice of
pre-1964 theory will also tend to make this study somewhat comparable to that
of Menyuk.^^
2.3 Restrictions of the Grammar . Since a complete transformational descrip-
43
tion of an extensive corpus is so complicated and lengthy as to be almost
unintelligible to the lay person, this grammar has been restricted. Some of
the rules have been omitted because as yet the structures have not been
analyzed by the authorities on transformational grammar. The author has
restricted the rules to the ones which are most easily understood by the lay-
man and are most essential to the analysis of the corpus. A complete list
of structures which have been omitted can be found in the Appendix.
To simplify the analysis and the grammar, many of the rules governing
co-occurrence restrictions have been omitted. This grammar is capable of
generating the sentences in the corpus, but will allow others which are not
44grammatical since the co-occurrence restrictions have been omitted. In
addition these rules will result only in structured strings since the
15
morphophonemic rules have not been written,
2.4 The Grammar . The following is an explanation of the symbols used in the
phrase structure rules and transformational rules:
^ } means that you must
choose one of the elements, ( ) means that the unit is optional, [ ] means
that you must choose an equivalent element in the following set of [ ], and
means "rewritten as."
Examples:
(C) (D) will
give you the following choices: ACD, AC, AD, A,
BCD, BC, BD, or B.
B • ["]
UJ .z.
will give you the following choices: AX, BY, or CZ.
2.41 Phrase Structure .
1. S NP + VP
2. VP -* Aux fBe + Subst] (Loc) (Tm)
tyerbal j
3. Aux —* Tense (M) (have + en) (be + ing)
4. Tense (Present)
(Past J
3. Subst fNP
-j
|( Intens ) Ad jj
6. Verbal43 (Man)
7. VI fVi
8. VT
Vi2 + Comp
rv
V I' + p VX
[
V^ + Comp
44
9. Loc (Ad>
Loc
10. Tta fAd
P, + NP
^ Loc J
II. Man
12. NP
Adj + ly
Proper ^toun
Personal Pronoun
Indefinite Pronoun\
Det + Noun
13. Det -> (Pre Art) ( fArt ? ) (Numeral)
(pemonj
14. Art -» [Def 1
I^NondefJ
13. Numeral (Cardinal) (Ordinal)
16. Noun
17. Number
Ncount + Number)
N
ISinguIarj
I^PIural
Lexical items in alphabetical order:
Adj -* pretty, soft, slow...
Adv^ yesterday, now, then...
Cardinal -> first, second, third...
Demon -> this, these, that, those
Def the
Indefinite Pronoun Some
j
any
no
every
f_thing]
one (
—body
f
Intens —> awful, very...
M -> may, can, will...
N -» butter, sand...
m
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Ncount —J letter, boy, stick...
Nondef —* a, some, 9
Ordinal one, two, three...
P —» after, at, before, for...
P, —> at, in, on...
IjOC
P... —> with, along...
Man
P__ —* during, after, before...
Tta
Personal Pronoun -> he, she, it, you, they, we, I
Pre Art —^ lots of, some of
Proper Noun John, Bill, Mary...
Vh have
Vij —> hear, ran, go...
Vi^ —> enjoy, happen...
Vs —> seem, appear.
.
.
Vt -» allow, order, find...
-> continue, expect, begin...
V -» line, turn...
X
2.42 Transformational Rules
.
Tl Passive \ SD: NP Aux Vt NP X (X = anything or nothing)
Opt'l-
. / ^2 ^3 ^4 *5
SC: Xj^ X2 x^ x^ x^ —> x^ x^ Be + en x^ x^ (by + x^
)
Example: Someone could have killed him He could have been killed
tures ; ' SGravenhage
:
Source: Chomsky, Noam. Syntactic Struc
Mounton and Co. p. 112.^^
T2 Ob-Sep \ SD: X P Personal Pronoun Y (X and Y ==• any-
Obligatorv x^ x^ thing or nothing.)
SC: Xj X2 x^ x^ x^ -> x^ x^ x^ x^ x^
Example: She threw away them '-^ She threw them away
Source: Chomsky, op. cit. p. 112.
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T3 Op-Sep \ SD: X Vx P NP Y
Optional ^ iR.^
SC: Xj^ X2 x^ x^ x^ — Xj^ X2 x^ x^ x^
Example: You line up these people You line these people up
Source: Chomsky, op. clt., p. 112.
T4 Adv. insertion \ SD: NP Tense fSe subst? (Loc) (Tdb)
Optional y LVerbal J
SC: X, X- —» X, Adv x_12 1x2
Adv = always, only, already, still, just, probably, about
Example: He comes —» He just comes
Source: T4 and T5 were written to cover this type of construction
which appeared in the corpus. Max Smith advised on type of
rule to use.
{vt}T5 Adv. insertion 2 \ SD: NP Tense (M) Be + ing \.VTj X
Optional > NP Tense (M) have + en fVI^ X
SC: Tn^ x^ x^ -» Xj^ X2 Adv^ x^
Example: I am going home —> I am always going home
I have played football I have always played football
Source: Same as T4.
T6 Adv. initial \ SD: NP Aux [Be + Subst] (Loc) (Tm)
Optional > [verbal /
x^
*2 ^3 ^^4
SC: Xj^ x^ x^ x^ -> (x^) (x^) Xj^ x^
Example: I shot two birds at home yesterday Yesterday at home I
shot two birds.
Source: Same as T4.
y
T7 Negation \ SD: NP Tense Verbal X '
'
Optional "> NP TenseMX
NP Tense have X
NP Tense Be X
^
X2 X3
SC: x^ X2 X3 x^ X2 neg X3
Example: He can go ~* He can't go
Source: Chomsky, op. cit., p. 112.
There are sentence negations in the corpus but because of
the complexity of rules and the limited data in the corpus,
these have been omitted. Example: No, I went to the show.
Sentence negation is discussed by Klima in The Structure of
Language
, ed. Jerry Fodor and Jerrold J. Katz, Englewood
Cliffs, 1964.
T8 Affirm \ SD: NP Tense (neg) Verbal X
Optional ~> NP Tense M (neg) X
NP Tense have (neg) X
NP Tense Be (neg) X
SC: Xj^ x^ x^ Xj x^ A x^
A = primary stress on the preceeding word.
Example: He is eating candy -* He is eating candy
Source: Chomsky, op. cit., p. 112.
So-Too \ SD: NP Tense Verbal X
Optional > NP Tense M X
^ NP Tense have X
NP Tense Be X
*1 ^2 *3
SC: Xj x^ x^ -* so x^
Xj^ x^ too
Example: I can go to the show fSo can I
]
LI can tool
TIC Neither-nor \ SD: NP Tense Verbal X
Optional > NP Tense M X
_^
NP Tense have X
NP Tense Be X
*l *2 ^3
SC: Xj^ X2 x^ ("neither) x. x
[nor J
Example: I can go -» neither can I
Til Either \ SD: NP Tense neg Verbal X
Optional > NP Tense M neg X
^ NP Tense have neg X
NP Tense Be neg
*2 ^3 *4
SC: x^ x^ x^ x^ x^ either
20
Example: I can't go -> I can't either
Source T9, TIO, Til: Lees, R. B. , "The Grammar of English Nominali-
zations," International J. of Am. Ling., 26:3 (I960), p. 42.
T12 yes/no ques. \ SD: NP Tense Verbal X
Optional y NP Tense M X
^ NP Tense have X
NP Tense Be X
*1 *2 ^3
SC: x^ -» x^
Example: He has eaten the candy Has he eaten the candy
Source: Chomsky, op. cit., p. 112.
T13 Information Question \ SD: X NP Y (X or Y may be null)
Optional ' > x^^
^^2
'^S
SC: Xj^ Xj Xj -* wh Xj^ Xj
Example: He ate candy What did he eat
Who ate the candy
Tl4 Where Ques. \ SD: X Loc Y
Optional } Xj^ x^ x^
SC: Xj^ x^ x^ where *j
Example: The book is here —> Where is the book
T15 When Ques. \ SD: X T„, Y
Optional x^ x^ x^
SC: Xj^ s.^ x^ —> when Xj^ x^
Example: I want the book now When do I want the book
Source T13, TlA, T15: Chomsky, op. cit., p. 112,
T16 Expletive 1. y SD: Det noun Tense Be Loc
Optional y Xj^ X2 x^
SC: Xj^ x^ x^ —» There (x^)
Example: The house is there -9 There is the house
T17 Expletive 2 y SD: Det Noun Tense Be ing CVi^) X
Optional > \
SC: Xj^ x^ x^ -» There x^ Xj^ x^
21
Example: Some clowns are watching us -> There are some clowns
watching us
Source: After suggestions from Max Smith, the investigator wrote these
two rules. Another rule must be written for the passive that
is transformed into an expletive, but since this construction
is not in the corpus, it has not been included in the graiamar.
T18 Reflexive \
Optional ~/
SD: NP Aux
X X X
NP
SC: x^ x^ X3 Xj^ *2 *3
Ck>ndition: Xj^ and x^ have same referent,
x^ is a personal pronoun
Example: He hit him He hit himself
Source: Postal, P. M. "Underlying and Superficial Linguistic
Structures," Harvard Ed. Rev: 34:246-266 (1964).
T19 Imperative y SD: jfou Tense M fBe Subst?
Optional ~> Iverbal [
/ X, X_ X-
SC: x^ X2 x^ (Xj^) x^
Example: You will shut up Shut up
Source: Postal, P. M. , op. cit.
T20 Imperative Neg
Optional
SD: You Tense M ne^ [Be Subst?
IVerbal J
^^3 ^^4
SC; x^ X2 x^ x^ x^ (Xj) X2 x^ x^
Example: You will not be silly -> don't be silly
It should be pointed out that a later transformation will change
tense + neg to don't.
Source: This rule was constructed from the evidence in the corpus
by the investigator in compliance with suggestions from Max
Smith.
GTl Conjunction
Optional >
SD: SI: NP VP
S2: NP VP
X3
SC:
'1 *2 *3 4
X
1 *2
^forl
and
but
or
nor
\_yetj
X3 X4
22
Example: I play kickball
I play dodgeball
GT2 So -that Coni
Optional
I play kickball and I play dodgeball
NP Aux ''VT + NP
VI
Be + Subs t
J
S2, NP Aux Be Adj
SC: Xj X2 : Xj X3 so x^ that x^
Example: They ran away ^ ^^^^ tired that they ran away
They were tired
GT3 Either/or coni v
Optional ^
SD: SI, NP Tense + Be Inp + VI X
S2, NP Tense + Be Inp + VI X
X. X. X
-4 *5
SC: x^ X2 X3 : x^ X3 Xg x^ x^ + either + X2 +
•6 7
i
or + x^ x^
Example: She's thinking
She's wondering about something
Source: Alexander
She's either thinking or
wondering about something
GT4 Compound NP ^ SD: SI, X NP Y
Optional > x^ x^ x
S2, X NP Y
*4 ^5
SC! X2 x^ ^5 *6 *1 *2
^yetl
for /
and (.
but
or
.
nor
Condition: either x^ = x^ or x^ = x^
Example: I play kickball
_^ ^
, kickball and dodgeball
I play dodgeball
Source: Max Smith
X3 X3
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GTS Compound VP
Optional >
SD: SI, X
1
S2, X
'Tense Vil
ing
1
, V^^en
Tense Ml
Tense Vil
ing Vi2
en Vt
Tense M Vx
SC:
Condition: either x.
^2 * \ *5 *6 ^1 ""2
\ °' ^^3 ' \
^for^
and
but
or
nor
yetj
X3 X3
Example: It is raining outside
It is snowing outside
Source: Max Smith
It is raining and snowing
outside
GT6 Coni del M
Optional
SD: X Tense M fVii
Vi2
1 *2 *3
'1 "2 "^3 ^^4 "5
and Tense M
SC: X, x„ x^ X, x^ Xg Xy
Vil
Vi2
Vt
Vx
[VtJ
x^ x^ x^ x^ x^ x^
Example: I may go and may stay all night I may go and stay all
night
Source: Max Sbiith
GT7 Subordinate CI
Optional
SD: SI, NP VP
SC:
Xj Xj
S2, X
X
*1 ""2
NP Y
3 *4 *5
*3 ^^4 *5
Example: It is a pretty good one
I think something
Source: Mary Alexander
fwhat
[thatj
*1 *2
I think it is a pretty good one
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GTS Inversion Sub CI
Optional
SD: NP Tense Vt NP VP
*3 *5
SC: X3 x^ X3 X3 x^ X3 x^ x^
Example: I think it is a pretty good one It is a pretty good
one
I think
Source: Mary Alexander
GT9 When clause
Optional
SD: SI, NP + Aux + VI * Tn
VT + NP
S2, NP Aux VT
VI
SC;
*l *2 ^3 ' *5 *6
x^ x^ x^ when Xj^ x^ (x^
when (x^) x^ x^ x^
Example: He gets here today fl want to leave when he gets here"~)
I want to leave LWhen he gets here, I want to leavej
Source: Mary Alexander
GTIO Nom Vt ing
Vi2
Optional
SD: SI, NP Aux Be Subst
Verbal
S2, NP Aux Vx Comp
Vi2
Example: They run to catch her
They start + Comp
Source: Mary Alexander
4 *5
4— 4. ^
2 3
They start running to catch her
SC: x^ x^ X3 : x^ x^ x^ ing + x, x
GTll Verb ing Prep.
Optional >
SD: SI, NP Aux Vi2
Vt
S2, X NP
SC;
*3 *4 *5
Xj x^ : X3 x^ X3 X3 x^ ing + x^
Example: He is climbing a tree ^ ^^y^^ ^j^^j. climbing a tree
Randy told about it
Source: Mary Alexander
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GT12 Nom Vi- to
2. N.
Optional
^
SD: SI, NP Aux fVt'
Vh
Vi]
S2, NP Aux Vi2 Con»p X
Vt
SC:
Example: I go past one house
I get Comp
They slept
They went Comp
Source: Mary Alexander
X, x„ X, : x^ X3 Xg to + x^ X3 x^
\ I get to go past one house
-¥ They went to sleep *
GTia Comp NP
T21
T22
Optional
*1 *2
SD: SI, NP Aux ("Be SubstD X
(Verbal /
S2, NP Aux Comp NP
«^ ^6 ^
SC: x^ x^ X3 x^ : X3 x^ x^ -> X3 to + X3 x^ x^
Example: I fish
He taught comp me
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 62.
He taught to fish me
Comp NP
Obligatory
SD: NP Aux Comp NP
SC;
X2 X3
«i ^^2 '^a ''l ^3 ^^2
Example: He taught to fish me -» He taught me to fish
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 62.
Comp NP
Obligato
SD: NP Aux to Verbal
SC: Xj^ x^ X3 -r^ Xj^ X3
Condition: V^ = verbs like make, let, get
Example: You make me to laugh You make me laugh
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 63.
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GT14 Pbssesslve v SD: SI, NP Aux have Pet + Noun
Optional
^
*2
S2, X the ^toun Y
X3 x^
SC: x^ X2 : X3 x^ X3 X3 x^ + P08 X3
Condition: Noun in SI = Noun in S2
Example: She has a head ^ ^^le turned her head
She turned the head
Source: Roberts, Paul. English Syntax. Harcourt Brace World, New
York, 1964. p. 399.
GT15 Pos—Ine \ SD: NP Aux fv^
Optional^ Vii
iVh }
\ ^2 ''a
S2, X NP Y
""5 ^^6 ^
SC: x^ X2 X3 x^ : X3 xg x^ X3 x^ + Pos ing + X3 x^ x^
Example: He reads
_^ reading is terrible
It is terrible
Source: Roberts, op. cit., p. 402.
GT16 Relative \ SD: SI, X NP Y
Optional 7 *2 *3
S2, W NP Z .
*4 ""5 \
SC: x^ x^ X3 : x^ X3 x^ x^ X3 (that |
x^ X3
whicl^
Condition: x^ - X3
XYWZ = anything or nothing
Example: You hit things
_^
Those things that you hit
Those things are putters are putters
Source: Roberts, op. cit., p. 400.
GT17 Apposltlve \ SD: SI, NP Aux Be NP
Optional } x^
S2, y NP Z
*4 *5 *6
SC: Xj X2 X3 : x^ X3 x^ x^ X3 X3 x^
Condition: x^^ = x^ and Y or Z may be null.
Example: Susan is my aunt , _ ^ ^ .
Susan is here ^
Source: Mary Alexander
GT18 Comparative -er than \
Optional y
SD: SI, NP Aux Be Adj
*1 ^^2 ^3
S2, NP Aux Be Adj
*6
SO: X^ X^ X3 \ ""5 ""6 x^ «2 ^^3 * "
than x^ (X3)
Example: John is tall
Bill is tall John is taller than Bill (is)
Optional
Source: Smith, Carlota, "A Class of Complex Modifiers in English,"
Language, 37:342-365.
GT19 Comparative as—as ^ SD: SI, NP Aux Be Adj
X2 X3
S2, NP Aux Be Adj
*4 ^^5 ^6
SC: Xj^ x^ X3 : x^ X3 x^ x^^ X2 as x^ as
*4 ^^5^
^ John is as tall as Bill (is)
Example: John is tall
Bill is tall
Source: Roberts, Paul. The Roberts English Series: A Linguistic
Program, Teachers ed.. New York, 1966.
GT20 Nom Comp with
^
SD: SI, NP Tense with Det Noun
Optional > X, X- x, x, x
1 "2 "3 *4 "5 *6
• S2, X Noun Y
SC: xj X2 X3 x^ X3 xg : x^ Xg x^ ^ x^ X3 x^
X3 + er J
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Example: She sits with the baby
She is someone
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 127.
She is the baby sitter
GT21 Nom Comp Subi-Pred
Optional
SD: SI, Det Noun Tense Be Det Noun
S2, X Noun Y
*6 *7 ^8
SC: X3 x^ X3 : x^ x^ Xg x^ x^
Condition: x^ = x^
Example: The girl is a friend
She is a friend
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 84.
-> She is a girl friend
T23 Descriptive Adi
Optional
SD: X Noun ("who (N)") Tense Be Adj
• which r
that J
SC: x^ x^ X3 x^ X3 x^ x^ X3 X2
Example: The child who is pretty is here -> The pretty child is here
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 89-98. There is an intermediate
theoritical step which would give The child pretty is here
but the intermediate step seems unnecessary for this corpus.
T24 Nom Mod -ing
Optional
SD: X Det + Noun Tthat Tense
who (P)
which J
'Be]+ Subst Y
VI
x^ X2 X3 X4 ^5 *6
SC: x^ X2 X3 x^ X3 x^ x^ x^ X2 X3 ing + X3 x^
I saw a child crying hardExample: I saw a child who cried hard
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 93.
T25 Nom Mod -ing v SD: NP Aux Det + Noun ing
Obligatory
VT
VI
^4
SC:
''l *2 *3 '^l ^2 *4 ^3
Example: I saw a child crying -» I saw a crying child
Source: Lees, op. cit., p. 93.
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T26 Affix
Obligatory
SD; X Tense
T27
Source;
Do
fBe -] Y
Have I
M
Vs
Vt
Vx
Vt
Vi,
Vi2
J
i ^2i.
X
SC:
1
X, X
Y Be Y
Vs
Vt
Vx
VT
Vil
Vi2
*2 ^^3
SC:
^2 X3 -4 ^
SD: X en Be 1 Y
Vs
Vt /
Vx
f
Vt 1
Vill
Vi2|
^2 ^^3
SC:
*2 ^^3 X4 ^
«3 ^2 '^A
X3 %
x^ x^
Lecture presented by Max Smith in Fall 1963.
fNP ]
neg r
A J
Obligatory
Example: Tense NP V^ NP
Do you want the book
Source: *Max Smith. It should be noted that this is a phonological
statement but it seemed necessary to clarify some of the
rules requiring do in the position of tense.
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T28 Siih^ ect deletion SD: NP Tense Vi P NP
Optional
.
*2
SC: Xj^
^2 *2
Example: That man looks like an Indian Looks like an Indian
Condition: In this corpus this transformation occurred only with
looks like when the children were talking about the pictures.
It has been included because a variety of constructions
followed the preposition like .
T29 Noun deletion SD: X f Cardinal) Noun Y
Optional [Demon J
SC: X2 X3 x^ x^ x^ x^
Example: I like that picture -» I like that
Source: Alexander
2.5 Tabulation . Chomsky^^ defines a sentence as a S NP + VP and he
states that the native speaker intuitively knows what a sentence is. This
eliminates consideration of aberrant sentences, stops and starts, and incom-
plete sentences. No doubt there is a wealth of information to be found in
aberrant and incomplete sentences, but this would be a study in itself. The
author has limited this study to an analysis of complete sentences. The
cards of the sentences of each boy were analyzed. Henceforth, the cards will
be noted by the Engler-Hannah^' code: IIA, 1-1 means male, first grade,
school A, interview 1, boy 1: IIA, 2-2 means male, first grade, school A,
interview two, boy two. On each card the sentence was analyzed by noting
what transformations were used. These transformations were then tabulated
for each boy. Tables were then prepared to indicate the frequency of occur-
rence for each transformation and its percentage of the total corpus for each
grade. The percentage was derived from the number of times used by all the
boys of each grade divided by the total number of sentences used (873 sen-
tences in the first grade and 946 sentences in the third grade).
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
3.1 Introduction . This chapter is concerned with the
frequency and per-
centage of usage of the transformations found in the speech
of twenty-four
first and twenty-four third-grade boys. The results will
be discussed in
two sections: those based upon single base (sentence)
transformations (Tl,
T2. etc.) and double base (sentence) generalized transformations
(GTl, GT2,
etc.). The rules discussed are referred to by the name
given them in the
granmar (pages 17-30). The tables are based upon the results
of the tabula-
tion of sentences from manuscripts II A. B, C and IV A, B,
C of the Engler-
Hannah study.^^ The usage by individual boys may be found in
the appropriate
table in the Appendix.
3.2 Stnple Base Transformations . In the material examined
eleven single
base transformations were tabulated.
Table 1. Frequency and percentage of occurrence of single base
Transformations
Passive
Particle separation
Adverb
Negation
Affirm
Tag answers
Yes /no question
Information question
Expletive
Imperative
Reflexive
First Grade Bovs Third Grade Boys
Frequency % Frequency %
used used used used
2 .2 7 .7
8 .9 7 .7
63 9.5 160 16.9
95 10.9 90 9.5
2 .2
18 2.2 7 .7
15 1.7 19 2.0
23 2.6 24 2.5
45 5.2 51 5.4
26 3.0 30 3.2
2 .2 2 .2
The results revaal that the first grade boys used five of the single
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base transformations more frequently than the third grade boys. These trans-
formations were particle separation (T2), negation (T7), affirm (T8), tag
answers (T9, TIO, Til) and information questions (T13, T14, T15).
First grade Third grade
I opened it U£ IVA 4-2, 49 .9Z .7%
She doesn't work IIC 1-1, 22 10.9 9.5
1 do watch Sea Hunt everyday I lA 2-1, 13 .2 0.0
1 can too lie 1-1. 24 2.2 .7
What's that IVA 3-1, 34 2.6 2.5
The tabulation of the affirm (T8) transformation as limited to sentences
which used a verbal, not have or be, requiring do to receive the emphasis as
in I do watch Sea Hunt everyday . Because the investigator worked with the
manuscript, it was impossible to tabulate the sentences with the affirm
transformation which relied on stress. The affirm transformation was limited
to verbals and did not include any other type of structure. This may account
for the fact that there is no usage of the affirm (T8) in the speech of third
grade boys.
The third grade boys used the following single base transformations more
frequently than did the first grade boys: passive (Tl), adverb insertion
(T4, T5, T6), yes/no question (T12), expletive (T16, T17) and imperative
(T19, T20).
First grade Third Grade
He could have been killed IVA 2-1, 33 .21 .7%
She always babysits HC 1-1, 12 9.5 16.9
On Saturday she works IIC 1-1, 23 4.1 10.1
Is that a river back there IVA 2-1, 3 1.7 2.0
Talk about these IVA 3-1, 17 3.0 3.2
There's a tree IVA 2-1, 5 5.2 5.4
The adverbs of time and location had two positions, initial and post-
verb. One type of verb («dv^ in rule T5) sometimes referred to as "adverbs
of frequency," could be inserted directly before the finite form of the verb
(e.g. She always babysits). Both the first grade and third grade boys used
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all three of the adverb transformations (T4, T5, T6), but the tabulations
reveal that the third grade boys employed these transformations more fre-
quently than the first grade boys.
First grade Third grade
Adverb + NP + VP 4.1% 10. IZ
NP + Adverb + VP 1.3 4.1
NP + Aux Adverb + VT 2.7 2.7
VI
3.3 Generalized Transformations . As noted in the review of literature, most
investigations revealed that as a child matures » his language increases in
complexity. This complexity can be illustrated by analyzing the usage of the
generalized (two base sentence) transformations. With the exception of the
passive (Tl), the third grade boys used all the generalized transformations,
which were tabulated, more frequently than did the first grade boys.
Table 2. Frequency and percentage of occurrence of generalized
transformations
.
First Grade Boys Third Grade Boys
Frequency Frequency %
Transformations used used used used
Coordinate Sentence 104 11.9 141 14.9
Compounds, NP, VP 68 7.8 130 13.7
Noun Clauses 86 9.8 160 16.9
Relative Clause 8 .9 42 4.4
Adverb Clause 27 3.1 39 4.1
Subordinate Clause 37 4.2 54 5.7
Verb-corap-ing 15 1.7 27 2.8
Verb-Comp-to 113 12.9 163 17.2
Descriptive adjective 65 7.4 73 7.7
Compound Nominal 72 8.2 87 9.2
Possessive 145 16.6 121 12.8
Verb-lng, en, to 6 .7 22 2.3
Appositive 6 .6
Nominalization 5 .6 26 2.7
Comparative 5 .6 6 .6
Pbss-ing 4 .4
To aid the discussion of the results of the usage of the generalized
transformations, the investigator has broken down the information into five
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categories: (1) coordinate sentences and compound nouns and
verbs,
(2) clauses, (3) verb complements (infinitives, participles,
and nouns),
(4) modifiers, and (5) nominalizations.
3.31 Coordination , Types of coordination were used more
frequently by third
graders. The use of coordinate conjunctions to join two or more sentences
(S -4 NP + VP) was used 11.9% by first graders and 14.9% by the
third
graders. Nouns joined by coordinate conjunctions were found to appear 5.1%
of the time in the speech of the first graders and 6.4% in the
third-graders'
speech. Verbs were joined by conjunctions 3.7% of the time by the first-
graders and 6.9% by the third graders. The following are examples
of these
types of constructions
:
1. They're either sleeping or they fell to the ground IVA 1-1, 13
2. That girl's going to school or something IVA 1-1, 8
3. It's raining or sleeting outside IVA 1-1, 8
3.32 Embedded Clauses . All types of embedded clauses were used more fre-
quently by the third grade boys than by the first grade boys.
Noun Clause I think it's a pretty pood one IVA 1-1, 2
Relative Clause That's all that I can think of IVA 1-1, 14
Adverb Clause I like to play football when you
pet a whole bunch of guys together IVA 1-1, 37
Subordinate Clause I don't ever throw it because it's
got coaches' names all over it IVA 1-1, 20
As can be observed in Table 2, third-grade boys used the noun clause (GT6,
GT7) in 16.9% of the sentences; the first-grade boys, 9.8%. The relative
clause-was used .9% by the first graders and 4.5% by the third graders. In
this investigation adverb clauses were defined as those which are introduced
by when , where , how, which appear to function as adverbs. Subordinate
clauses were designated as those introduced by because , for, if, since, so,
and after. Admittedly, many of the subordinate clauses are also adverbial in
nature. From the data it appears that a thorough study needs to be made and
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rules written for each type of subordinator.
If all the clause transformations (GTS, GT6, GT13, GT19) are combined,
one can see that the third grade boys used them AO. 7% In the total number of
sentences and the first grade boys 22.7%. This is one indication of the
Increase in complexity of the structure of a sentence with maturation.
3.33 Verb Complements . The verb-complement structure is composed of three
types of structures: (1) verb + to + verb (GT9), (2) verb + verb + ing (GT7),
and (3) verb noun -*- noun (GTIO, T21, T22). The follovrlng sentences are
examples of each type of complement:
I like to Ro down to the park. .
.
IVA 1 -1. 39
They brought her to see the doctor IVA 1 -1. 20
It Is starting to fall down lie 4 -1, 6
We can hardly see going up that hill IVC 1 -1. 25
We don't call It reading I IB 3'-1, 16
She is lust sitting there dreaming IIB 1 -1, 10
That's hard to do IIB 3 -2, 23
That's the barn to sleep in IIA 3'-1, 14
Call it a lumber yard IIA 3--1. 12
The to + verb complement has the highest percentage of usage (12.9% for first
grade boys and 17.2% for third-grade boys. An explanation for this could be
that verbs like going to + verb , used to + verb , and have to + verb were
Included in this construction. Joos^^ classifies going to . used to . and have
to as quasi auxllarles. Since phrase structure rules generally do not deal
with these structures, the investigator Included them in the complement
transformation (GT9). There needs to be further Investigation to deal with
the quasi auxiliaries more accurately in a transformational grammar.
3.34 Modifiers . The Investigator classified the following constructions
as modifiers:
Descriptive Adjective It's a real nice day IVC 1-1, 12
Compound Nominal We already got our report cards IIC 3-1, 6
Possessive teacher wants to call us IIC 3-1, 18
Verb-ing The fishing boat's out by the light IVA 4-2, 19
36
Verb-en Those are men drunk
IVA 4-2, 15
Appositlve He threw It towards Jimmy, the
, , =a
champion pitcher IVA 1-1, 54
Table 2 reveals that the third-grade boys used all these constructions
except
the possessive more frequently than the first-grade boys. The first-grade
boys used the possessive 16.6% of the time while the third-grade
boys used it
only 12.8%. The third-grade boys used the appositive .6% while the
first-
graders did not use it at all.
Many of the modification structures were omitted from this study for
various reasons: (1) some of the structures have not yet been formulated
into rules by the authorities, and (2) some had so many co-occurrence
restric-
tions that it was impractical to Include them in the rules of the grammar.
This is also an area which requires additional study. A list of the types
of modification structures not included may be found in the appendix.
3.35 Nominaligation . There were only two types of nominalizations tabulated,
verb + ing (GTS) and Pbss-ing (GT12). The following are examples:
They go out fishing JV^ 4-2, 5
I like to catch up on mv reading about the Civil War IVA 4-1, 19
The first-grade boys did not use the poss-ing (GT12) transformation in the
data analyzed and the third-grade boys used it .4% of the time. The verb
+
ing (GT8) nominalization was used .6% of the time by first-graders and 2.7%
by the third-grade boys.
3.4 Conclusion . The results reveal that the third-grade boys had a higher
frequency of occurrence of the generalized transformations. This indicates
that the sentence structure increases in complexity with maturation.
As with any study of this nature, it was discovered that more work needs
to be done in refining the tools of analysis. Some suggestions for further
study are (I) investigation of the verb-complement transformation and
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(2) refinement of the rules governing modification structures. This investi-
gation did not study the possibilities of expansions at the phrase structure
level and it seems that this would explain the Increase in sentence com-
plexity, also.
38
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The following list is composed of examples from the
phrase structure rules or transformational rules to
structures.
1, Fostnominal prepositional phrases:
corpus which have no
explain their grammatical
I have a whole bunch of books IVA 1- l. 18
There's a book on sea shells IVA 2- 1, 16
DAddy cAtight a fish about like thisi IVA 3-•1, 14
My dAd used the little fish for bait IVA 3-1, 22
The trees all look like that IVA 4-•1. 2
2. Prepositional phrases following some verbs:
He's talking about his brother
They have to come out in your place
Haven't you ever heard of kick ball
I'm reading about a dinosaur story
i r He is just learning to walk blind
Our social studies was on Indians
' It makes me feel like Tuttle Creek
It makes me think of her
Start acting like a nut
3. Certain one word nominal modifiers: .
.1 have a whole book
The trees all look like that
Give it to somebody else
IVA 1-1, 16
IVA 1-2, 24
IVA 1-2, 15
IVA 1-2, 6
IVA 1-1, 53
IVA 2-1, 12
IVA 3-1, 14
IVA 3-1, 30
IVA 3-2, 38
IVA 1-1, 16
IVA 4-1, 2
IVA 3-1, 34
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FOOTNOTES
1. Leo Engler and Elaine Hannah, "Toward Norma for the Speech of Children,"
Kansas State Research Project 1964-1965. These investigators tape
recorded the speech of first, third and fifth grade boys and girls in
three public schools of Manhattan, Kansas. The tapes were transcribed
in standard orthography without punctuation to provide the basic data
for the study. This thesis is concerned with manuscripts IIA, IIB, IIC»
IVA, IVB, IVC first and third grade boys of the Engler-Hannah data.
2. Noam Chomsky, Syntactic Structure (London, 1957), p. 85.
3. Werner F. Leopold, "The Study of Child Language and Infant Bilingual-
ism," Word IV (1948), pp. 1-17.
4. Dorothy McCarthy, "Language Development in Children," Manual of Child
Psychology . Leonard Carmichael, ed. (New York, 1954), pp. 492-630.
5. Mildred D. Templin, "Certain Language Skills in Children, Their Develop-
ment and Interrelationships," Institute Child Welfare Monograph Ser. 26
(Minneapolis, 1957).
6. Paul Henry Mussen and John J. Conger, Child Development and Personality
(New York), p. 220.
7. Jean Berko, "The Child's Learning of English Morphology," Word (1958),
pp. 150-157.
8. Roger W. Brown, "Linguistic Determinism and the Parts of Speech,"
Journ . of Abnormal and Social Psychology LV (1957), pp. 1-5.
9. Roger Brown and Jean Berko, "Word Association and the Acquisition of
Grammar," Child Development XXXI (I960), pp. 1-14.
10. Wick Miller and Susan Ervin, "The Development of Grammar in Child
Language," The Acquisition of Language . Mono Child Development Ser 92
XXIX (1964), pp. 9-34.
11. Roger Brovm and Colin Fraser, "The Acquisition of Syntax," The Acquisi -
tion of Language . Mono Child Development Ser 92, XXIX (1964),
pp. 44-52.
12. Martin D. S. Braine, "The Ontogeny of English Phrase Structure: The
First Phase," Unguaee XXXIX (1963), pp. 1-15.
13. C. C. Fries, The Structure of English (New York, 1952), pp. 63-109.
14. (George Mandler and Jean M. Mandler, "Serial Position Effects In Sen-
tences," Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior III (1964),
pp. 195-202.
45
15. Ruth G. Strickland, "The Language of Elementary School Children. Its
Relationship to the Language o£ Reading, Textbooks, and the Quality of
Reading of Selected Children." Bulletin of the School of Education,
Indiana Univ. XXXVIII (1962).
16. Walter D. Loban, "The Language of Elementary Children," NCTE Research
Report, No. 1 (Champaign, 1963).
17. See Engler and Hannah, f. 1.
18. Paula Menyuk, A Descriptive Study of the Syntactic Structures in the
Language of Children, Nursery School and First Grade. (Diss. Boston,
1961).
19. Loban, see f. 16, above.
20. Chomsky, see f. 2, above.
21. Robert B. Lees, "The Graomar of English Nominalizations," Inat'l Jour ,
of Am. Ling . XXVI (I960).
22. Lees, p. xviii.
23. Lees, ibid .
24. The technique of transformational grammar is described by Noam Chomsky
in his book. Syntactic Structure . Although Chomsky has revised this
theory in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax . this paper is concerned
with pre-1964 theory. For further discussion see page 14.
25. See page 15 for explanation of the code.
26. Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge, Mass., 1965),
p. 24.
27. Chomsky, p. 25.
28. Lees, p. xvii. ,
29. Menyuk, o£. cit.
30. Chomsky, see f. 2, above.
31. Lees states in "Grammar of English Nominalizations" that the generalized
transformations are more complex, p. 37.
32. Engler and Hannah, see f. 1, above.
33. Thematic Apperception Test.
34. G. S. Blum, The Blacky Pictures: A Technique for exploration of person-
ality dynamics, Manuel (New York, 1950).
46
35. Leopold Bellak and Sonja Bellak, Children's Apperception Test (New York,
1949).
36. Leo Bngler and Elaine Hannah, Unpublished paper. Spring, 1965.
37. ^toam Chomsky, Syntactic Structure (London, 1957).
38. Lees, £. 21.
39. P. M. Postal, "Underlying and Superficial Linguistic Structure," Harvard
.
Educational Review XXXIV (1964), pp. 246-266.
40. Carlotta S. Smith, "A Class of Complex Modifiers In English," Language
XXXVII (1961), pp. 342-365.
41. Paul Roberts, English Syntax (New York, 1964).
42. Menyuk, f. 18.
43. For example, the transformational description of the Lord' s Prayer
covers 42 pages and Includes 41 PS rules and 22 transformational rules
as shown by Morton Bloomfield in A Linguistic Introduction to the
History of English (New York, 1963), pp. 236-279.
44. Since in PS rules nouns have not been broken down into human-nonhuman,
animate-inanimate a sentence such as, A paper wrote the goat could be
generated. Furthermore, the complications involved in, for example, the
division of nouns into human-nonhuman, animate-inanimate to prevent
ungrammatical sentences is what prompted Chomsky to revise his theory
of transformational grammar in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax
.
45. Verbals are divided into more categories because of the different
syntactic potential of various verbs.
46. Adverbials are a rich and as yet relatively unexplored system and
therefore anything we say about them must be regarded as quite tenta-
tive. Lees, R. G. , Grammar of English Nominalizations
. pp. 6, 8.
47. The rules which have been cited from other sources (Chomsky, Lees,
Pbstal, Smith) have all been adjusted to fit this particular corpus.
48. Chomsky, p. 26.
49. Engler and Hannah, £. 1.
50. Martin Joos, The English Verb Form and Meaning (Madison, 1964), p. 160.
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This thesis is an attempt to use a transformational grammar to contrast
the speech of first and third grade boys. Dr. Leo Engler and Dr. Elaine
Hannah had recorded some thirty-six hours of the speech of children in the
first, third, and fifth grades in public schools of Manhattan, Kansas, for a
research project at Kansas State University seeking norms for the speech of
children. The recordings were transcribed and subjected to a linguistic
analysis. This thesis is concerned with manuscripts IIA,B,C, and IVA,B,C—
first and third grade boys in an interview situation and deals with the
transformations found within the data.
Purpose : The purpose of this study is to indicate the development of chil-
dren's language by contrasting the speech of first and third-grade boys,
using a transformational grammar for the analysis. The hypothesis upon which
this thesis is based is that there are some transformational rules that in-
crease in frequency of occurrence as children's language develops and matures
Procedure: A transformational grammar was written for one interview and then
expanded or corrected as necessary for the entire corpus, considered inter-
view by interview. This grammar is based upon pre-1964 transformation
theory and consists of phrase structure rules and transformational rules.
The sentences in the data were analyzed noting what transformations were
used. These transformations were then tabulated. Tables were then prepared
to indicate the frequency of occurrence and the percentage of times used in
all the sentences.
Results ; The results reveal that the first grade boys use five single base
transformations
—
particle separation, negation, affirm, tag answers, and
information question—more frequently than third grade boys. The third grade
boys use the following single base transformations more frequently: passive.
adverb movement, yes/no question, expletive there, and Imperative.
The third grade boys use all the generalized (two sentence) transforma-
tions, except the possessive, more frequently than the first grade boys. The
greatest difference apparent In the data is the use of clauses—noun, rela-
tive, adverb, and subordinate clauses. The third grade boys use these
grammatical structures 40.7% of the total number of sentences and the first
grade boys use them 22.7%. The other generalized transformation which the
third grade boys used more frequently than the first grade boys are coordinate
sentences, compound noun and verb phrases, descriptive adjective, modi flar-
ing, poss-lng, comparative, apposltlve, verb-to-verb, verb-lng, compound
nominal, and nominallzatlon.
Conclusion ; The results reveal that the third grade boys exhibit a higher
frequency of occurrence of the generalized transformation than do the first
grade boys, indicating that the sentence structure Increases in complexity
with maturation.
